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What's a Pattern?
A pattern describes an optimal.

Recent Patterns

USER NEEDS TO

NAVIGATE

* Breadcrumbs
* Faceted Navigation
* Fly-out Menus
* Horizontal Bar
* Hub and Spoke
* Left Navigation

EXPLORE DATA

* Auto Complete
* Calendar Picker
* Pagination
* Item Pagination
* Search Pagination

ORGANIZE DATA

* Give Feedback
* Ratings & Reviews
* Architectural Review
* Rating an Object
* Writing a Review

PERFORMANCE ACTION

* Customer
* Drag and Drop
* Modules
* Drag and Drop Objects

ACCESSIBILITY

* Accessibility

AREA OF INTEREST

CALL ATTENTION

* Improve Readability
* Enhance Usability

GROUP RELATED ITEMS

* Organize Screen/Page
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QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

Ratings and Reviews

Problem Summary
User wants to leave an opinion or quick
Quick opinions can be captured using

Solution Patterns

Architecture of a Review
A product or website needs
to provide ratings and
reviews with a variety of
informational elements.

RATING AN OBJECT

Problem Summary
A user wants to quickly leave an opinion on an object, with minimal interruption to any other task they are involved in.

EXAMPLE

Restaurant
5 stars
5 stars
5 stars

Average Rating (7)
5 Stars
Average

Write a Review

Use When
- A user wants to leave an opinion quickly.
- Use in combination with reviews for richer experience.
- Use to quickly tap into the existing "community" of a product.
- Ratings are collected together to present an average rating of an object from the collective user set.

Solution
- Show clickable items (most often used are stars) that light up on rollover to infer

* Scores
surfacing a vocabulary.
current patterns.

rich patterns.

classic model. rich model.
interaction. feedback. information.
information relevant. enables richness.
design principles
shift. to event granularity.

submit hyperlink

mouseout hover keypress keydown mousedown mousedown mouseup drag click select focus blur resize move timeout
principle. make it direct.

pattern. drag and drop.

pattern. inline editing.

pattern. in-context tools.
Recommended Classics

High Plains Drifter
Amid shoot-outs and existentialism, a mysterious stranger (Clint Eastwood, who also directs) is hired to protect a small town from outlaws. But his recipe for defense could be a deal with the devil, and soon, even the enigmatic gunslinger's...

Add

The Great Escape
Director John Sturges's Oscar-nominated adventure classic follows the true tale of a group-escape attempt from one of Germany's toughest prisoner-of-war camps. Hundreds of Allied POWs join Roger "Big X" Bartlett (Richard Attenborough), Danny "The...

Add

More Recommendations >
shift. to lightweight events.

heavy click-weight

light-weight actions
principle. keep a light footprint.

pattern. in page action.

Fixing the Mighty Mouse
submitted by usemac 1 day 1 hour ago (via http://macs.com)
The Apple Mighty Mouse brings a slew of great features with most new Mac systems. It is becoming a common one for close to a year now. I have found that the use of Scroll Ball for outweigh its quirks.

Fugure: 282
digg

2 items in my bag

RECOMMEND THIS STORY
Recommend It:
Average (63 votes)

กว้pattern. rating an object.

Pique polo

overview


regular tall

Buy More and Save

Select Color: royal grape
$29.50 Buy 2 or more, $25.00 each

Select Size: XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

Quantity: 1

royal grape

$29.50 $9.99

$9.99

#346927

prices may vary

pattern. remembered collection.
shift. to flow within the page

classic flow across pages

rich flow within page
principle. cross borders reluctantly.

pattern. on-demand scrolling.

pattern. in-context expand.

pattern. inline assistant.

pattern. hover details.

pattern. lightweight popup + lightbox
All My Photos

Drag photos into this tray and choose a task above.

Sort by: Date

Sunset
Underneath
View from the Top
Eiffel Pulley
From Second Floor Up
Eiffel Tower
key principle

Prefer direct, lightweight, in-page interaction.
shift to immediacy
principle. give live feedback.

pattern. live suggest.

Ask Your Question

1. Enter your question
You can ask 5 more questions today.

2. Add details (optional)
No spam, please! When in doubt, please refer to our community guidelines.

You have 1800 characters to work with.

pattern. periodic refresh.

Dow targets record high
Surprise rise in new home sales; Intel rallies on favorable legal ruling

By Mark Collins, MarketWatch
Last Update: 7:04 PM ET Sep 27, 2006

NEW YORK (MarketWatch) — U.S. stocks rose Wednesday, with all eyes on the Dow Jones Industrial Average, as gains for Intel Corp., McDonald's and others put the blue-chip index within striking distance of a new high.

The Dow industrials (DowJ) 11,799.25, +20.64, +0.18% rose to 11,720.77, just shy of its record high close of 11,722.98. It was last up 59 points at 11,708, with 18 of 30 components contributing to gains.

The Nasdaq Composite (COMPQ) 2,287.12, +9.78, +0.43% was up 7 points at 2,265 while the S&P-500 Index (SP500) 1,139.34, +3.42, +0.30% gained 2 points to 1,139.

"Why should the market be going up?" says Art Hogan, chief market strategist at Jefferies & Co. "You have lower energy prices and low interest rates. You have McDonald's raising its dividend and some good news for Intel. There's more good news than bad news out there."

Hogan said the market was shrugging off a weak durable goods report because "it is backward looking and reflects a time when energy prices were much higher, and margins for big-ticket items.

On the broader market for equities, advances outpaced declines by 91 to 11 on the New York Stock Exchange, and by 17 to 11 on the Nasdaq.

By sector, semiconductors (SEMIX) 461.39, +2.31, +0.51% led advances (SPYX) 209.42, +1.00, +0.49% , tech (VIX) 850.91, +0.56, +0.13% and oil service (OSSI) 185.03, +3.77, +2.14% stocks put up solid gains.

pattern. auto complete.

pattern. busy indicator.

pattern. live previews.
monterrey  mexico
monterrey  nl  mexico
arena  monterrey
tec  de  monterrey
tecnologico  de  monterrey
monterrey  nuevo  leon
monterrey  mexico  map
universidad  de  monterrey
cablevision  monterrey
shift. to deeper interaction.
principle. offer an invitation.

pattern. hover invitation.

pattern. drop invitation.

pattern. tour invitation.

pattern. tooltip invitation + hover invitation + cursor invitation.
To see a product preview in action, hover over the link below.

![Amazon.com](https://www.amazon.com)

Forty Associates recently added product previews to their Web site as part of a small beta program. During the beta, visitors to Associate sites who viewed a product preview clicked through to Amazon.com over 4% of the time; those clicks resulted in a purchase nearly 6% of the time.

Now we're opening the beta up to all Associates to further improve product previews. The first 500 Associates who refer a sale through a product preview-enhanced link will receive a $5 Amazon gift certificate. Click here to join your fellow Associates in beta testing product previews.

Don't worry if you don't already have Basic Display Product Links on your Web site. You can create them as part of the sign-up process. Click here for answers to questions you might have about the beta program.
shift. to multiple happenings.

page-based transitions

multiple transitions, single page
principle. show transitions.

pattern. fade transition + self-healing transition.

pattern. slide + animate.

pattern. spotlight.
What you can communicate

- Speed up time
- Slow down time
- Show state change
- Show relationships between objects
- Focus attention
key principle

Provide invitations beforehand, transitions during, and feedback after interaction.
shift to rich objects.
principle. think in objects.

pattern. Shareable Object.
key principle

Think in terms of the user’s mental model and their primary goals
key principles

Prefer direct, lightweight, in-page interaction.

Provide invitations beforehand, transitions during, and feedback after interaction.

Think in terms of the user’s mental model and their primary goals.
pattern library.
yahoo! blog.
my blog.
this presentation.
developer.yahoo.com/ypatterns
yuiblog.com
looksgoodworkswell.com
billwscott.com/share/presentations/shift/

Welcome
Welcome to the Yahoo! Design Pattern Library. We are very happy to be sharing our library with the design and development community. This is our first drop of what we hope to be a monthly release cycle for the publication of patterns. In many cases we have bundled the patterns with pointers to related code from the Yahoo! User Interface Code Library. We hope this is a useful resource and look forward to your feedback.

What's a Pattern?
A pattern describes an optimal solution to a common problem within a specific context.

Recent Patterns

Auto Complete
User needs to enter an item into a text box which could be ambiguous or hard to remember and therefore has the potential to be miss-typed.

Navibeads
The user needs to navigate through one or more stacked panes of content without refreshing the page.

Navigation Tabs
The user needs to navigate through a site to locate content and features without clear indication of their current location in the site.

Search/Navigation Design Patterns

Call Attention
The user needs to view a set of search results ranked by relevance that is too large to easily display within a single page.

Search Paging
A user wants to quickly leave their opinion on an object, with minimal interruption to any other task flow they are involved in.

Rating an Object
User wants to share an opinion with others about an object (place, person, thing) in greater detail than a simple rating.